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We’re Going on a Bear Hunt is a children’s picture book retold by Michael 

Rosen.  The story chronicles a family’s outing on a bear hunt through the 

obstacles of grass, a river, mud, a forest, a snowstorm, and finally a cave 

where the family happens upon the long-anticipated bear; and they run for 

their lives back to their home through all of the obstacles they encountered 

on their way. 
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We’re Going on a Bear Hunt 

Retold by:  Michael Rosen Illustrator:  Helen Oxenbury 

(PDE Standard I.C; Standards for the English Language Arts 1,2,3,6,11,12) 

Craft Move Page 
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Why the Author Might Be Doing This… 

(Explaining the Craft Move) 
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We know that it is important to use punctuation marks at the end of our 

sentences when we write.  Authors use a variety of punctuation in their 

writing.  They use periods, question marks, and exclamation points.  

The writer can give a different meaning to a sentence using the same 

words just by changing the ending punctuation.  For instance, if you as 

a writer are simply sharing information with someone, you would use a 

period at the end of a sentence (e.g.  That is a snake.).  If you were 

asking someone a question and were expecting an answer, you would 

use a question mark at the end of your sentence to show that you were 

asking a question (e.g., That is a snake?).  If you wanted to show that a 

character was surprised or angry or yelling, for instance, you could use 

an exclamation point to let the reader know that the character’s voice is 

louder and more expressive than normal (e.g., That is a snake!). 

 

On page 6, I noticed that the author used periods at the end of the 

sentences when he wrote, “We’re going on a bear hunt.  We’re going to 

catch a big one.”  The author might have written the sentences this way 

because he felt that he was giving us some background information and 

that it was not necessary to use other punctuation.  The author then 

wrote a phrase, or fragment, ending with an exclamation point:  “What 

a beautiful day!”  This sentence makes me think of when I walk outside 

and see that it is a beautiful, sunny day and how happy I feel, and I 

would use a more excited voice to say, “What a beautiful day!”  than I 

would when I was just giving someone information about something.  

He then used a period for the next statement:  “We’re not scared.”  I 

think he does this to show the reader that the characters are looking 

forward to this outing together and that they do not really expect to find 

a bear.  They’re just having fun, so the author is sharing information.  

Do you notice how these sentences start to develop a rhythm in the 

writing as well?  

 

Let’s look on page 7.   I like the way the author uses the same 

punctuation but in a different way.  He uses exclamation points on the 

first line:  “Oh-oh!  A river!”  I think the author does this to show that 

the family members are surprised to find a river and possibly are not 

sure what to do.  The author then changes the rhythm by using a phrase 

with a period:  “A deep, cold river.”  When I read this, I stop to picture 

a deep, cold river; so I think the author used a period to draw attention 

to the description of the river so that the reader would stop and picture 

a deep, cold river in his or her mind.  He is informing the reader with 

the description of the river.  The author then uses periods at the end of 
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the next two statements:  “We can’t go over it.  We can’t go under it.”  

This part makes me think about when I have a problem, and I start to 

consider my options and think them through.  The author is informing 

us about what the family members are thinking; he is stating facts.  The 

author then uses exclamation points:  “Oh, no!  We’ve got to go 

through it!”  Maybe he does this to show that once the family members 

have considered their options, they realize that they only have one 

choice, even though they are not very happy about it.  It’s the only 

choice that they can think of if they want to go on. 

 

Now let’s look on page 25 for other punctuation.  On this page, the 

author writes, “Tiptoe!  Tiptoe!  Tiptoe!  WHAT’S THAT?” and uses 

exclamation points and a question mark along with capital letters.    

This part makes me think of when I am trying to walk very quietly 

somewhere, and I am really concentrating on being quiet.  I think that 

the author uses the exclamation points to show how quietly the family 

members are walking (i.e., tiptoeing).  When I read “WHAT’S 

THAT?” written with all capital letters and a question mark at the end, 

I immediately looked at the picture to see what was happening.  I 

noticed how dark the cave was and wasn’t sure whether or not I wanted 

to turn the page.  I think I was as scared as the family members might 

have been!  I think the author wanted his reader to really stop and think 

about what the family might see next or to sense how frightened they 

may have been. 

 

As you can see, Michael Rosen, the author, really made this book 

interesting by using different kinds of punctuation.  He used a variety 

of punctuation to create a rhythm in his writing.  He may have used 

exclamation points to show how wonderful his characters felt about the 

weather and it being a beautiful day.  He may even have used the 

exclamation points to bring the reader’s attention to how quiet or noisy 

particular sounds were.  He may also have used the question mark with 

the words capitalized to draw the reader’s attention to what was 

happening in the story or maybe to show how the characters might be 

feeling. 

 

Today, and every day, when you write, think about how you can use a 

variety of punctuation in your writing.  Remember that periods, 

question marks, and exclamation points all have different jobs in our 

writing.  When we use them effectively, we can really make our 

writing exciting! 

 

Predictable 

Patterns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Authors sometimes use predictable patterns in their writing.  This 

means that they write using the same words or phrases so that the text 

has a rhythm or pattern that is predictable (i.e., the reader is fairly sure 

what is going to be said next).  Using predictable patterns is one way 

that authors organize their texts in interesting and meaningful ways.  

Since the reader becomes familiar with the rhythm (the structure of the 

text) and with the words of the text, the reader remembers the text early 
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7, 11, 15 

on and can predict the sentences or phrases when they occur again in 

the text.*  This makes the author’s writing enjoyable for a reader, 

especially a young reader. 

 

I noticed that on pages 6, 10, and 14, the author used the exact same 

words and structure.  He used a predictable pattern.  On each of these 

three pages, as well as throughout the book, he wrote, “We’re going on 

a bear hunt.  We’re going to catch a big one.  What a beautiful day!  

We’re not scared.”   I think the author used this predictable pattern to 

make the book more meaningful and easier to read.  When I read the 

book, I started to imagine being with the family as they were walking 

and could hear in my mind all of us happily saying, in sing-songy 

voices, “We’re going on a bear hunt.  We’re going to catch a big one.  

What a beautiful day!  We’re not scared.” 

 

I also noticed on pages 7, 11, 15, and on other pages throughout the 

text that the author used another predictable pattern:  “We can’t go over 

it.  We can’t go under it.  Oh, no!  We’ll have to go through it!”  Once 

again, I think the author used the craft of predictable patterns to give 

the text a rhythm that was easy to remember.  You may even remember 

the words without even looking at the pages because the sentences and 

phrases are so catchy.  Readers identify with, and easily connect happy 

feelings to, sentences and phrases that repeat, have rhythm, and are 

easy to predict (the first time a text is read) and to remember (after 

reading the text). 

 

I think Michael Rosen did an excellent job of re-telling the story using 

predictable patterns.  The reader is entertained.  The text is interesting.  

The story is fun and enjoyable….and we as readers will remember it. 

 

When you write today, and every day, think about a phrase or sentence 

you may be able to weave throughout your writing to create a 

predictable pattern with which your reader can connect.  In doing so, 

your writing will be more interesting and more meaningful, as well as 

easier to read and memorable. 

 

Descriptive 

Language or 

Vivid 

Language, with 

Rich 

Descriptions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Adjectives are words that describe people, places, or things (i.e., 

nouns).  For example, if you are thinking about how to describe 

someone, see if the word would fit in this phrase:  the _______ girl (or 

boy).  If the word fits, then it is an adjective.  Authors use adjectives to 

add descriptive language or vivid language to their writing.*  This 

language makes the text more interesting and also helps the reader to 

create a picture in his or her mind about what is happening in the story. 

 

Michael Rosen used a lot of descriptive language in We’re Going on a 

Bear Hunt…. 

 

Let’s look… 
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I like how the author used “thick” and “oozy” to describe the mud on 

page 11.  As a reader, I then picture the “thick, oozy” mud squishing 

between my toes as I walk through it.  I think that the author used these 

describing words to make my reading more interesting or to make it 

easier for me as the reader to make a picture of it in my mind. 

 

When I read about the family members going through the snowstorm 

on page 19, I could picture it being like a blizzard with a lot of snow 

“swirling” and “whirling” all about.  I imagined myself in a snowstorm 

and could really imagine how hard it would be to see and to walk with 

the wind making the snow blow all around.  I also knew that there was 

a lot of snow because it was a snowstorm.  I think that the author used 

these adjectives to make the snowstorm more real for the reader. 

 

On page 23, I noticed that the author once again used vivid words to 

describe the cave.  He said that the cave was “narrow” and “gloomy.”   

As a reader, I may not know what gloomy is; but I could take a pretty 

good guess knowing what a cave would be like and knowing that caves 

are dark.  This part makes me think of a really dark night when I can’t 

see anything outside.  I also think that the author might have wanted to 

lead the reader to think about how scared the family members were in 

the cave because they couldn’t see.  It was gloomy.  Maybe the author 

wanted the reader to think that the family members were in a small or 

closed-in space because he used the word “narrow.” 

 

In these examples, as a reader, we could easily picture in our minds 

what was happening in the story because of the descriptive words that 

Michael Rosen used.  If we would stop reading and close our eyes, we 

could easily imagine what the setting looked like.  I think that Michael 

Rosen used descriptive language or vivid language with rich 

descriptions to make his writing more interesting for the reader and to 

help the reader create a picture in his or her mind. 

 

Today, and every day, when you write, I would like you to think about 

how you can use more words to really describe the characters, settings, 

and/or things that are in your writing.  One way you can do this is to 

think about how something looks, feels, smells, tastes, or sounds when 

you want to describe it more.  Doing this will help your reader to have 

a better picture in his or her mind when he or she is reading your 

writing. 

 

Alliteration  

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

**Alliteration is when two or more words in a word group begin with 

the same letter and/or sound.**  Writers may use this style of writing to 

make the reading fun or to make the reading more playful. 

 

On page 4, I noticed that Michael Rosen uses the words “swishy 

swashy” to describe the sounds of walking through the grass.  I think 

he wanted the reader to “hear” the sound of walking through the grass 

and made it even more fun by using two words that started, and ended, 
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with the same sounds.  I also noticed that swishy is a word, and that 

swashy is not a real word; however, when the two words are put 

together, it sounds really cool…”swishy swashy.” 

  

On page 8, I liked how the author used the alliteration “splash splosh” 

to describe the sound of the family members going through the river.  I 

think that the author wanted to use more sound words than just 

“splash” and was effective with coming up with a nonsense (make-

believe) word “splosh.”  “Splash” described that there could be some 

splashing, but “splash splosh” made it sound more real – and fun! 

 

On page 12, the author used alliteration again when he wrote “squelch 

squerch” to describe going through the thick, oozy mud.  I may not 

have ever heard of the words “squelch” and “squerch” before reading 

this book, but I can now imagine what it was like when the family 

members lifted their feet out of the mud and stepped back down into 

the mud…and I think it would sound like “squelch squerch.”  I think he 

chose these words to help me to hear what was happening. 

 

Using alliterations is a style of writing that authors may use to make 

their writing more playful and interesting.  **Alliterations are when 

two or more words in a group of words start with the same letter or 

sound.** 

 

When you write a fun piece, today or any day, think about how you 

could use alliteration (**words in a phrase or word group that begin 

with the same letters and/or sounds**) to make your writing more 

playful and fun so that the reader is interested. 

 

Onomatopoeia  
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20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Onomatopoeia is when a word imitates a sound, like CRACK or POP.  

Authors may use onomatopoeia to describe a sound and to make the 

sound more interesting; it helps the reader to actually hear what is 

happening. 

 

On page 12, the author wrote “Squelch squerch!” to describe the family 

walking through the mud.  I think that he used onomatopoeia here so 

that the reader could really “hear” what it sounded like when the family 

members were walking through the mud as if the reader were actually 

there.  These words also give the reader a sense that the family 

members are not walking quickly and that it is taking some effort to 

walk through the mud. 

 

I noticed on page 20 that the author used onomatopoeia to describe the 

snowstorm:  “Hoooo woooo!”  When the author uses “Hoooo woooo!” 

and repeats the phrase two more times, it really reminds me of a 

snowstorm when the wind is whipping the snow around everywhere.  

As a reader, I can picture myself being there or picture what it was like 

when the family members were walking through the snowstorm; I can 

hear the wind making the sound. 
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28-29 On pages 28-29, the author used onomatopoeia several times:  “Hoooo 

woooo!  Squelch squerch!  Splash splosh!  Swishy swashy!”  I think 

that he did this to remind the reader of the sounds he used earlier when 

the family members were walking to the cave or maybe he wanted to 

draw our attention to sounds that we hear in our world rather than just 

what we see in our world. 

 

Onomatopoeia is a style of writing that authors use to help the reader 

hear the words that they are reading.  It helps the reader to “picture” 

what is happening by identifying with the sounds.  This makes the text 

more interesting and memorable, a pleasant experience that will keep 

the reader reading the book over and over again. 

 

In your writing today and every day I would like you to think about 

using onomatopoeia to help describe sounds.  This will help you to 

make your writing more meaningful to the reader, and they will 

definitely enjoy the fun sounds in your writing, like we did in We’re 

Going on a Bear Hunt.  

 

Conventions – 

Commas 

Between 

Adjectives 
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23 

Commas are a part of punctuation.  Authors use commas in their 

writing to signal a reader to pause or to take a “short break” from 

reading.  Writers may use this tool to provide their readers with an 

opportunity to think more deeply about what is being said.  For 

example, when a comma is used between two adjectives, or two 

describing words, the words have more meaning to the reader because 

the reader pauses at the comma, which is between the words. 

 

I noticed that the author uses a comma between “long” and “wavy” 

when he describes the grass on page 3. I think he did that so that the 

reader would pause between the words “long” and “wavy” and pay 

more attention to the description of the grass, possibly even taking 

some extra time to imagine it. 

 

The author uses a comma again on page 15 when he is describing “a 

big, dark forest.”  I think he wanted the reader to really think about 

what it would be like in a “big, dark forest,” so he used a comma to 

make the reader pause and think about what it would be like and 

possibly to draw more attention to the describing words. 

 

When the author describes the cave as “a narrow, gloomy cave” on 

page 23, I think he wants the reader to realize how really narrow and 

how really gloomy the cave is.  I know that as I read those words, I 

started to get scared because I was really thinking about a “narrow, 

gloomy cave.”  I could almost imagine being there. 

 

Authors use commas for a variety of reasons.  One reason is to separate 

adjectives when two or more adjectives are used to describe a person, 

place, or thing (i.e., a noun).  Using a comma between the adjectives 

helps the reader to pause and to really take in the description of the 
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person, place, or thing being mentioned.  It helps the reader connect 

with the story and provides the reader with more time to reflect and 

make a picture in his or her mind about what is being read. 

 

In your writing today and every day think of times when you could use 

more than one adjective to help your reader better “see” what you are 

describing in your writing.  Think about using a comma to separate the 

adjectives or describing words to draw more attention to the description 

and to slow the reader down so that he or she really takes in what is 

happening. 

 

Conventions – 

Variations in 

Print (e.g., 

bold, italics, 

size, all 

capitals) 
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Authors use variations in print in their writing.  Writers may do things 

with the print on the page to make it stand out or “pop.”  They may 

make the print bold, make the print look different, make the print a 

different size, underline the print, or make the print all CAPITAL 

LETTERS.  One reason authors may use variations in print is to draw 

the reader’s attention to the words that are different or to show an 

extreme (e.g. really, really quiet or really, really loud or really, really 

sorry). 

 

On page 20, the author wrote the words “Hoooo Woooo!” in three 

different sizes, getting larger as the reader reads down the page.  I think 

he did this to show that the snowstorm was really getting fierce and 

noisier as the family members walked through it.  He may also have 

been trying to show the reader that it became more and more difficult 

to walk through the snowstorm. 

 

The author varied the print in two ways on page 25.  First, the print 

gradually got bigger as he repeated “Tiptoe!”  again and again on the 

page.  Maybe the author wrote this way to show how quietly the family 

members were tiptoeing through the cave or maybe he wanted to show 

that even though the characters were trying to walk quietly, their 

tiptoeing was echoing in the cave. 

 

Secondly, when the author wrote “WHAT’S THAT?” he used all 

capital letters followed by a question mark.  This part makes me think 

that he wanted the reader to connect to a time when the reader may 

have asked “WHAT’S THAT?” at a time when the reader was nervous 

about not knowing what something was or was unsure of something.  

The author may also have wanted to show the reader that even though 

the characters thought they were being quiet when they asked, 

“WHAT’S THAT?” they really were not quiet.  Their voices may have 

been very loud and may have echoed in the cave. 

 

Another example of using variations of print is on page 26 when the 

author wrote, “IT’S A BEAR!!!!”  I think that the writer is showing the 

reader how surprised, or scared, the characters were when they realized 

that they were in a cave with a bear.  I would be too!  Maybe he is 
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trying to show how they are feeling (scared, frightened) as well as 

letting the reader know that they possibly yelled, “IT’S A BEAR!!!!”  I 

know I would yell!   I would scream! 

 

When authors use a variety of print, they draw the reader’s attention to 

certain words or phrases or let the reader know how the characters are 

feeling.  There are many variations of print that can be used. 

 

In your writing, today and every day, I would like you to experiment 

with using different kinds of print to draw your reader’s attention to the 

intensity of sounds (quiet or loud), the intensity of characters’ feelings 

(Are they surprised?  Are they angry?  Are they excited?), or for any 

other reason that you think would be helpful to make your writing more 

meaningful to your reader. 

 

Sensory Details  
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Authors use sensory details when they are writing.  Sensory details 

include ways that the reader can use his or her senses (seeing, hearing, 

smelling, tasting, and touching) to be more involved in the story.  For 

instance, an author may talk about how something sounded or smelled 

or tasted or felt in addition to what it looked like.  This gives the reader 

more details so that the reader not only thinks about what is being 

experienced in the story but hears it, smells it, touches it, and/or tastes 

it.   

 

Although Michael Rosen did not use all of the senses in his story, 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt, he did use three of the five.  An author 

may choose to include details involving some or all of the senses is his 

or her writing. 

 

Let’s take a look… 

 

On page 3, the author used sensory details to describe the grass.  It was 

“long, wavy grass.”  Although the reader can “see” the “long, wavy 

grass,” I think that the author used this description so that the reader 

would also have a sense of how the grass felt.  “Long, wavy grass” 

feels much different than “short, crunchy grass.” 

 

The author describes the river on page 7 as a “deep, cold river.”  Again, 

I think that the author wanted the reader to feel the coldness of the 

river, and although you can see that a river is deep, you can also sense 

that the water is deep when you are swimming in or walking through it.  

The author is using the sense of touch as well as the sense of sight. 

 

On page 19, the author describes the snowstorm as “swirling, 

whirling.”  Maybe the author wanted us to imagine the snow “swirling” 

and “whirling” around us.  I think we would hear the wind blowing the 

snow around us, feel the snow “swirling” and “whirling” around us and 

hitting our faces, and of course we would see the “swirling, whirling 

snowstorm.”  When the author used these words, I think he wanted us 
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to be able to experience this event with more than just our eyes.  He 

made the experience more real by bringing in the other senses of 

hearing and touching. 

 

As you can see, when Michael Rosen included sensory details in his 

writing of We’re Going on a Bear Hunt he made his writing more real 

to the reader.  The reader could involve themselves in the text, using 

most of the senses. 

 

Authors use sensory details in their writing to provide their readers 

with more details and to have the readers be more connected with their 

writing.  As the readers experience these sensory details, they can 

relate not only to seeing something, but to hearing, tasting, touching, 

and/or smelling it as well.  Experiencing sensory details allows the 

reader to immerse themselves into the text more easily. 

 

Today and every day when you are writing think about where you can 

use sensory details.  Think about how the person, place, or thing 

smells, feels, tastes, or sounds, in addition to what it looks like.  Using 

sensory details will help your reader to become more connected to your 

writing and to relate all of their senses to what they are reading.   

 

Fragments  
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A sentence has a subject (noun) and a verb.  A fragment is a word or a 

group of words (i.e., a phrase) that is not a sentence; the noun or the 

verb could be missing.  Authors use fragments in their writing.  Some 

of the reasons that authors use fragments are to show a character’s 

emotions, to move the reader quickly through a part of the text, or to 

show surprise. 

 

On page 7, the author uses two fragments:  “Oh-oh!” and “Oh, no!”  I 

believe that he used “Oh-oh!” to show the readers that the characters 

were surprised or perplexed; they didn’t know what to do when they 

saw the river.  Maybe the author chose to use “Oh, no!” later on the 

page to show that the characters still were not sure what to do.  It 

seemed that they really weren’t happy about their choice (to go through 

it), but that was the only choice that they had. 

 

On page 26, the author uses three fragments to describe what the 

characters (maybe just the dog at this point) saw:  “One shiny wet 

nose!  Two big furry ears!  Two big goggly eyes!”  Maybe the author 

uses fragments here to make the reader stop in between so that the 

reader has time to take in the details of what is being discovered before 

putting the clues together and realizing it is a bear!  He may also have 

chosen to do this to add suspense to the story.  I know when I read this 

page I thought about how I would feel if I happened upon something 

and was taking in “pieces” of information before I put all of the 

information together to figure out what was happening.  I stop in 

between to think about each piece of information that I have taken in. 
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28-29 

 

The author uses many fragments on pages 28-29:  “Quick!  Back 

through the cave! Tiptoe!  Tiptoe!  Tiptoe!  Back through the 

snowstorm! Hoooo woooo!  Hoooo woooo!  Back through the forest! 

Stumble trip!  Stumble trip!  Stumble trip! Back through the mud!  

Squelch squerch!  Squelch squerch!  Back through the river!  Splash 

splosh!  Splash splosh!  Splash splosh!  Back through the grass!  

Swishy swashy!  Swishy swashy!” 

 

Maybe the author used all of these fragments on these two pages to 

show quickly all of the places that the characters had to travel to return 

home or maybe he used all of these fragments to show how quickly the 

characters were moving.  Another reason may be because he wanted to 

show how scared or frightened the characters were feeling. 

 

Authors use fragments in their writing for many reasons including to 

show emotions of characters (e.g., surprise, anger, frustration), to move 

the reader through the text quickly, and to show how quickly the 

characters are moving or how far the characters have traveled. 

 

Fragments are something that should be used sometimes.  When you 

are writing today and every day, I would like you to think about 

whether or not using fragments would help to show a character’s 

emotion or to show how quickly or how far the characters are moving.  

Maybe you are writing about a series of events where you want the 

reader to get through the details quickly.  These are some examples of 

situations where it would be perfect for you to use fragments in your 

writing. 

 

Sequencing  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3, 7, 11, 15, 

19, 23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28-29 

 

 

*Sequencing is when an author writes the events of a story in a 

particular order so that the events are better organized and are more 

meaningful to the reader.*  One reason why authors sequence events is 

to help the reader remember what happened in the story.  Another 

reason may be to help the reader to remember what happened so far 

and to predict what is going to happen next. 

 

Throughout the book, the author takes time to write about the order of 

the events that are happening while the family is on their outing.  The 

family goes through the grass (page 3), then through the river (page 7), 

then through mud (page 11), next through a forest (page 15), next a 

snowstorm (page 19), and finally to the cave (page 23).  I think that the 

author takes us as readers through all of these places in a sequence to 

show that the family is really having a good time or possibly to show 

how long the adventure is lasting.  He may even be taking us through 

all of the events in sequence to set up the suspense and wonder of what 

is going to happen next. 

 

On pages 28-29, the author reverses the sequence of events (from the 

cave through the snowstorm, back through the forest, through the mud, 

then through the river, and finally through the grass, and back home).  
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30-31 

Maybe the author reverses the sequence so that the reader can predict 

what else the family has to go through while trying to get away from 

the bear.  This helps the reader to remember how much farther the 

family has to go to get home.  The author may also be using this 

reverse sequence of events to help the reader remember the order of 

events that occurred. 

 

When the family gets home, the author writes about another sequence 

of events:  “Get to our front door.  Open the door.  Up the stairs.  Oh, 

no!   We forgot to shut the door.  Back downstairs.  Shut the door.  

Back upstairs.  Into the bedroom.  Into bed.  Under the covers.”  I think 

the author is trying to show how quickly the family members are 

moving.  He even lets us know that they forgot to shut the door because 

they were in such a hurry and that they have to go back downstairs to 

close the door, which shows the importance of shutting the door.  

Maybe the author is trying to show us how frightened the family 

members are because they think they are in danger.  When I read this 

part, I was really excited and wanted to read on to make sure that they 

were okay.  I think that the author telling the sequence of events helped 

me to better understand the story. 

 

Authors write events in sequence or order so that their writing is easier 

to read (i.e., better organized) and so that the reader can easily identify 

with what he or she is reading (i.e., the text is more meaningful). 

Writing events in sequence helps a reader to remember what happened 

while the book is still being read and to predict what is going to happen 

next or to remember all of the events after the reader has finished 

reading the book.  Events are also sequenced to help readers know the 

timeline of a story. 

 

When you are writing about an event, today and every day, write 

events in a sequence that will make sense to your reader.  This will 

organize your writing and make your writing more meaningful to your 

reader. 

 

*Ideas are derived from Mentor Texts.  Please see the bibliographical information at the end of this project. 

**Definition was derived from the definition on www.dictionary.com.  Please see the bibliographical 

information at the end of this project. 

  

http://www.dictionary.com/
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